2021 YEAR IN REVIEW

A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
As most of my close friends know, I am an endurance junkie. The

over our six country partners, our goals for the year were fully realized.

challenge of a rough ocean swim, a marathon or 100-mile bike race is

We added four new country partners to our team. In each of these

my recreation of choice. I race the clock and do my best to improve

partner engagements, we have seen an improvement in efficiency and

personal performance, but to be honest, crossing the finish line is the

effectiveness toward a positive placement into a loving family. We

“victory” I really strive for. I encourage our team to face the challenges

are offering practical help where needed to assist families who are

at BEB in the same way, and day in, day out they continue to do so. We

participating in foster care and domestic adoption. One of our greatest

maintain the goal of seeing ALL institutionalized children placed into

accomplishments this year was our domestic adoptions that now

loving families, and every child who has been registered into our Children

include three separate countries with totals in excess of 300 placements.

First Software is a victory towards that end. I am thankful to be sending
the following report about our successes to date. Every time I report on
our numbers, I remind myself that behind these numbers are precious
children, and we are racing the “clock” of their lives to help find their

We began piloting our family registry module in three countries to
assist and expedite matching children eligible for foster care or
domestic adoption.

forever families. Even with the challenging environment of the

The global BEB team met virtually each month. Nothing builds morale

2021 virtual world, we still managed to accomplish so much. As I reflect

like hearing about a partner’s successes, and nothing encourages us

on these accomplishments, its hard to put into words how incredible

through challenges like the perseverance of other team members.

2021 really was.

We continue to be committed to championing the cause of finding

Our Children First Software (CFS) program included too many

family-based solutions for children who are living outside of family care.

enhancements this year to list in this short letter and were a direct

This is a race we have every intention of completing. We appreciate your

result from our partner countries’ feedback and guidance. We have

support as we work together towards that worthy finish line.

worked with our partner countries to build functional and practical
modules for CFS. With almost 30,000 registered children’s profiles

Mark Schwartz, President

Millions of suffering children are hidden
behind the walls of institutions and
orphanages. The primary reason is
simply because countries lack the digital
infrastructure that creates visibility into
who and where they are. Without a digital
identity, institutionalized children face
a bleak future. BEB works to capture
comprehensive digital proﬁles of children
through Children First Software (CFS), a
technology designed to identify a child’s
best opportunity for family-based care.
Collaborating with countries around
the world, we empower government
authorities to move vulnerable children
to their best future, a chance to grow
and ﬂourish in a loving family.

MISSION:
TRANSFORMING
GLOBAL CHILD
WELFARE THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY AND
COLLABORATION

CFS: EQUIPPING GOVERNMENTS TO SUPPORT CHILDREN
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CREATE A
PROFILE

Child welfare workers create an institutionalized child’s digital profile with birth, family, health,
education and other unique information

BUILD
THE PLAN

A plan is created to move the child to a family through reunification, foster care or adoption.

QUALIFY
PLANS
MATCH CHILD
+ FAMILY

PLACEMENT

FOLLOW
UP

The government agency determines if biological family can care for the child. If not, they vet
foster and adoptive families.

The CFS system uses all information available to suggest best possible families for the child; a
social worker makes recommended match.

The court has access to all digital records and decides on placement of child based on his or her
best interest.

The government agency monitors child’s placement for their best interest.

The BEB development team of 4 US-based staff

BEST-IN-CLASS

made significant updates to the software in 2021 as

SOFTWARE FOCUSED

a result of feedback from users. Below are are a few

ON ELIMINATING

highlights.

INSTITUTIONALIZATION

Creation of a new monitoring module now facilitates
the post placement monitoring process which helps
the countries ensure placement remains in the best

comprehensive digital proﬁles of children

interest of the child.

in institutions and orphanages, activating

At request of countries to follow their internal

a ﬁve-stage process designed to move

processes, development of an external auditing

vulnerable children to their best future.

system for CFS enables administrative users
oversight into the actions taking place by users within

Easy-to-use technology delivers

the software.

unprecedented visibility and control to

Development of an integration to allow external

central authorities in developing countries

systems to send and receive data from CFS, enabling

using the same data security protocols as

CFS to work in parallel with existing government

U.S. governments.

systems when needed. For example, countries will use

CONTINUAL EVOLUTION OF
CFS IMPROVES OUTCOMES
FOR CHILDREN

CFS is designed to capture the most

this feature to move existing digital records to CFS.

Mobile app enables social workers to travel

Expansion of the documentation module in CFS to

to remote locations to register children

provide new content, now supporting video content for

regardless of internet connectivity, which

user self-training.

is often lacking.

Addition of new security features to CFS that bolster
account security via enforcing better password usage
of the users and protecting login inputs throughout
the application.

GUATEMALA
BEB Guatemala supported the government to register 100% of their children in a year and
has worked virtually due to COVID-19 restrictions since their beginning in October 2020.

HONDURAS
BEB Honduras virtually trained more than 20 NGOs. BEB Honduras and DINAF worked
in the North region with donated equipment and computers from BEB Headquarters.

UGANDA
Ugandan government, with support of BEB, registered 5,000 children in CFS in 2021.
The BEB Uganda team visited 88 children’s homes in 4 regions after the prior year of
no travel due to COVID-19.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
BEB Country Manager, Mario Matos, is sharing knowledge and experience by helping
to onboard Panama.

PANAMA
Government partner signed agreement and began project in November.

PARAGUAY
Government partner signed agreement in August and began project in September.

S AR AH ’ S STORY
Reunifying a child with her family is one of the most fulfilling moments in the life of
any case worker, parent and government official. During the reunification of Sarah,
a 9-month-old child, with her biological parents in the Kamuli District under BEB’s
Tiny Hearts Project, emotions were visibly present in the air from both the family
and community members who thought the child had been sacrificed for ritual
purposes due to her health condition.
Before Sarah could be placed back into her family, gathering secure documentation
of all her records was critical for the investigation. Through the Children First
Software all her personal information, family history, and institution and legal
details were recorded to provide a digital record for the child to allow permanent
placement with her family.
Sarah transitioned from institutional care to a stable family-based environment that
provided her with consistent routines, and an opportunity to create attachments to
her siblings and parents.
Sarah’s health condition was fatal, and as a result she has since passed away. While
this ending is sad, her parents were so grateful that she was able to end her life in
their arms and among her siblings and community, instead of in an institution.
Just like Sarah, the best gift for any child in an institution is getting them out of
orphanages and children’s homes and placing them with loving families. Family
is the single most important influence in the child’s life; it is within family that
education and socialization instills values for citizenship and belonging in the
society, which is something a child cannot achieve when in an institution.
Helping Sarah be reunified with her family was a very special moment that is
engraved in my heart. BEB’s work restores families and gives hope to community
members, reiterating the values of family and encouraging them to remain intact
since there is no place like home and family.
— Kenneth Ayebazibwe, BEB Uganda Country Manager

CFS CHILDREN PROFILES: 2018-2021
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In 2020, BEB began laying the foundation for a groundbreaking project in Uganda that we refer to as
Tiny Hearts. This is a natural extension of our singular focus on providing and implementing Children
First Software in collaboration with foreign governments and NGO’s under their oversight. We stress that
CFS is an end-to-end technology platform and Tiny Hearts is a powerful demonstration of that claim.
The Nsambya Babies Home and Sanyu Babies Home house 75 children, most of whom are 3 and younger, hence,
the name Tiny Hearts. Some of these children have parents who could not care for them primarily due to extreme
poverty; some are true orphans with no living parent.
Using all modules in the CFS platform, the Ministry has reunified 15 little ones with their parents who have gotten
back on their feet. Moreover, 6 children are in the process of adoption with families who, just like adoptive parents in
the U.S., have waited years for that child and the realization of a dream to finally be a family.
This is just the beginning of the culmination of BEB’s vision and promise to use our CFS technology in collaboration
with partners to move children from institutional care into families.
Children first; Family forever. Repetition of this tagline will never grow old as it is accompanied by the reality of one
child at a time entering the sense of belonging, permanence, security and love that a family provides.

THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP
We are grateful to these partners. With their support, we are spreading awareness and multiplying the impact
of our shared goal of making the dream of family a reality for vulnerable children all over the world.

EXPAN D I N G
T HR O U G H L AT IN
A M ERICA
BEB is at an inflection point and seeing
great momentum with the opportunity
to expand through Latin America. BEB
signed a 3-year agreement with the InterAmerican Commision on Human Rights,
an autonomous organ of the Organization
of American States. This partnership is a
welcome endorsement of our work, and the
tangible benefit is beyond what we could
have imagined. We are working to put teams
on the ground to implement the software
and train the new users in the governments
and children’s homes. In addition, BEB staff
work alongside these users to register
institutionalized children, putting them on
the path to families. Since working with
OAS, BEB has signed agreements with
Panama, Paraguay and and other countries
are poised to move forward.

KATE & BRACK
BRYANT

We are Kate and Brack Bryant, and we live in Dallas, Texas, where we are surrounded by a great community of

Brack Bryant joined the BEB board in 2021.

what God had in store for us, whether we would have any biological children of our own, or what our adoption

He and Kate are helping to share the
BEB mission with their community.

friends. Kate and I have been married for almost 20 years, and when we first met, we quickly realized that we
both had a calling on our lives to “look after the orphans” (James 1:27). At the time, we did not know exactly

story would look like. But we knew that we were called and that we would prayerfully seek to answer that
calling. Fast forward 20 years, and we have been blessed with three wonderful biological children, Gavin (14),
Janie (11) and Lillian (8).
Several years ago, Kate and I began discussing further expanding our family. We initially talked about having
another biological child, but after prayerfully considering our options, we both knew it was time to begin our
adoption journey. So in January of 2018, we met with several agencies before selecting one that we thought
would be a great fit for our family. But, after a few years of patiently waiting for an adoption (and being asked
by our kids “when will the baby be here” a million times), we recognized the vast need in Dallas for foster
families and prayerfully changed course to fostering. As is often the case, our foster journey has been a
bit bumpy, and we have been met with challenges and heartache, but we know that God is in control and is
guiding each of our steps through this process. We are hopeful that we can impact the life of at least one child
as much as we have been impacted by the children who we have been blessed to welcome into our home.
While navigating the adoption and foster process, we were presented with the opportunity to work alongside
BEB. We could not be more thrilled about helping change the path for institutionalized children around the
world by ultimately uniting them with loving families.

THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
Your donation funds continuous improvement of CFS for children as well as BEB staff around the world who train government workers
on CFS, help register children in the system, and impact child welfare processes to more quickly move boys and girls to families.
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FROM OUR FOUNDER
When we signed up to serve the world’s most vulnerable children we committed to complete this work so every
child can actualize their potential.
This annual report showcases the power of our intention. For context, this is just a one year snapshot in a long
journey requiring a daily sense of urgency, combined with the patience to learn from and endure evolving obstacles.
While this report adequately describes our progress, it is not capable of telling you about the soul and character of
The work of BEB is made possible by

the people defining the heartbeat of our work.

the initial vision and investment by BEB

The BEB community is an extraordinary collection of accomplished professionals backed by a thoughtful group

Founder, Craig Juntunen. His heart for the

of supporters.

world’s children and belief that together
we can fix the global child welfare system
once and for all continues to motivate our

The pages of an annual report could never give you a fair appreciation of how unique this team is. You have a
standing invitation to come visit us, or take a trip with us to one of our partner countries, so you can see firsthand
why we are confident the day will come when every child will have a family.

work. Thank you, Craig, for your constant
encouragement that BEB can do more for
children so that every one of them knows
the love of a family.

Hoping our paths cross soon and we can work together to make the future happen faster.
— Craig Juntunen, Founder

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY
BEB was founded on the shoulders of hundreds of child advocates across the world who sought a better way to support institutionalized
children. Empowered by exceptional software engineers who helped develop CFS, BEB’s existence is an example of what can happen
when we put our minds together to solve the seemingly unsolvable. BEB continues to seek partnerships with corporations, individuals and
organizations to improve and advance our mission.

LEARN MORE AT BEBGLOBAL .ORG

5101 Tennyson Parkway, Plano, Texas 75024
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bebglobal.org |
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